I, Dr Abhilasha Narayan, am very pleased to write up this column regarding my experience at the 3rd ASGO workshop held at Asan Medical Centre, Seoul, Korea. At first, my heartful thanks to the ASGO council for giving me adequate support for attending this workshop. It was a great gesture and a great thought put to action from the ASGO council to promote young asian doctors and improve the Gynaec cancer care in respective Asian countries.

It was a great opportunity for me to enhance my knowledge and update myself to the recent trends and developments in the field of Gynaec Oncology. All the presentations were well programmed, moderated and enlightening. The speech on manuscript writing was appreciated by many, which will help us write up good genuine articles in a disciplined manner. I was also overwhelmed by the beauty of Seoul, nature amidst good economy and infrastructure, traditional culture amidst modernisation.

My only sincere request to the organisers of ASGO is to conduct similar sponsorship programs where in atleast 2 weeks observership/internship program in a renowned gynaec cancer facility can be included, so that we can watch the expert surgeons in action and can enhance our surgical skills and management also. This would provide us a great opportunity to improve the surgical outcomes in our country wherein infrastructure and economy is yet to reach a minimum standard.

I would like to once again thank all the ASGO organisers and council for helping me experience this scientific endeavour.